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is Enn. In general, however, augmentation of an upper left principal subma- 
trix of size greater than 1 does not yield a TP preserver (unless the size is 
n - 1, which is covered by the E,, case). For example, if the upper left 2-by-2 
principal submatrix is multiplied by 2, then 
as 
Again, for n = 2, more complicated TP preserving maps are possible. For 
example, 
However, for n > 3, the only types of nonsingular maps which take TP into 
TP, besides those given in [l], which we know of are the maps 9 of 
Example 6. 
For the into maps on the M-matrices, there are other complications. All 
the maps in our Theorem 1 qualify. However, corresponding to our Proposi- 
tion 1, we may only conclude L ,2 < 0, componentwise, and L,, # 0 is 
possible. 
EXAMPLE 7. For example, 
is a nonsingular map which takes M-matrices into themselves. 
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ABSTRACT 
For a linear transformation T, we determine the maximum of the dimensions of 
the subspaces J% for which M and T.k are disjoint. 
Let Y be a finite-dimensional vector space over an arbitrary field F, and 
let T be a linear transformation on Y. We call a subspace JZ antiinvariant 
for T if JZ? and TM are disjoint, i.e. .M n TJ@ = (0). In this paper, we 
determine the maximum of the dimensions of such subspaces. In matricial 
form, this is equivalent to determining the largest zero square matrix 0 such 
that T is similar to ( 1 r ), i.e. the largest zero compression of T. 
The null space and the range of T will be denoted by Nr and Br 
respectively. Every direct-sum decomposition -Y- = Yr@ YZ of Y determines 
a matrix 
T,, T,, 
T=T T, 
( i 21 22 
where Tij is a linear transformation from “yi to “y;. Entries which we don’t 
wish to specify will appear as a * . The transformation T,, (respectively T,,) _- 
is called the compression of T to I+‘-~ (respectively 
decomposition. Other notation and terminology we 
as in [3]. 
We start with two lemmas. 
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9’Ys) relative to the above 
employ are standard, e.g. 
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LEMMA 1. Let T be a linear transfmtion such that x and TX are 
linearly dependent for every vector x. Then T is a scalar multiple of the 
identity. 
Proof. For every nonzero vector x we have TX = ax, where (Y is a scalar 
which may depend on x. If there are two nonzero vectors x, and x2 with 
Txi =aixi (i = 1,2) and (Y,#(Y~, then xi +x2 and T(x, + x2) are linearly 
independent, contradicting the assumption. Therefore there is a scalar h such 
that TX = Ax for every vector x. n 
LEMMA 2. Let VI and VIZ be vector spaces with dimVi > 2, and let 
B : YF+“~ --* V’T2 be a nonzero linear transformation. Then there exists a linear 
transformation C: V’Yz + “J1 of rank one such that CB # 0 and CBC = 0. 
Proof. If NB z {0}, let [ be a nonzero vector in Ma and let f be a 
linear functional on Vz such that f(.%‘s)f (0). Let C= E@f, i.e. the 
transformation from V’Ya to Vi given by Cy = f(y)[ for every y E Vs. It is 
easy to see that CB # 0 but BC = 0. 
If Nn = {0}, let 5 be an arbitrary nonzero vector in Yi, and let f be a 
linear functional on Vz such that f( B[) = 0 but f( 54’s) # (0). This is 
possible because dim(9a) >, 2. If C = 58 f, then CB + 0 but CRC = 0. n 
We now state the main result. For a real number x, the greatest integer 
< x is denoted as usual by [xl. 
THEOREM. Let T be a linear transformation on a finitedimensional 
vector space, and let v and p be the nullity and rank of T respectively. Then 
the maximum of the dimensions of the antiinvariant subspaces of T is the 
minimum of the three integers v + [p/2], dim(NT + a,), and min{ rank(T - 
hZ):X#O}. 
Proof. Let 
r,=v+[p/2], r2=dim(NT+W,), r,=min{rank(T-hZ):h#O} 
and 
r =min(r,,r,,r3). 
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Let 4 be an antiinvariant subspace of dimension m, and let v1 = dim(M n 
MT). Then dim~~dimA+dimT~=m+(m-v,)>2m-v, and so 
2m < 2v + p and m < rl. Similarly dim( Jr + 9,) > dim( A! f’ Xr) + 
dim( TA ) = v1 + (m - vl) = m and m < rz. Furthermore, for every nonzero 
scalar A, we have that (T - AZ)lA! is injective and so m < rank(T - AZ); 
thus m < r,. So we have m < r. 
Next we show that there is an antiinvariant subspace of dimension r. This 
will be done by showing that if Jt is an antiinvariant subspace containing 
A”r and having dimension m < r, then there is another antiinvariant sub- 
space containing JV~ and having dimension m + 1. 
Let 3” be a complement of A + TJ@ in “Y-, so V = ~‘4 @ TA@X. The 
dimension of X is at least 2, since dim(Jlt + TM) = 2m - v < 2(r - 1) - v < 
2r, - 2 - v < 2v + p - 2 - v = n - 2. Let K be the compression of T to A? 
relative to the above decomposition. We will now consider two cases. 
Cuse 1. K is not a scalar multiple of the identity. By Lemma 1, we can 
find a vector x in I’ such that x and Kr are linearly independent. This 
means that x and TX are linearly independent modulo .M + TA (i.e., no 
nontrivial linear combination of x and TX lies in .A! + TA). Thus A!r = 
span{ 4, x } is an antiinvariant subspace of dimension m + 1 and contains 
H-r.. 
Case 2. K is a scalar XI. The matrix of T relative to the decomposi- 
tion V=(&+TA)CBX is P Q 
( i L Xl’ 
We will consider three subcases 
depending on whether each of L and X is 0 or not. In each of these subcases 
we will consider an operator S = R - ‘TR similar to T such that 
(i) JV~ = JV , 
(ii) A? n S.2= {0}, 
(iii) T&l = SA. 
By choosing R so that the compression of S to X is not a scalar, we proceed 
as in case 1 to get an antiinvariant subspace A!1 for S containing M’s and 
having dimension m + 1. The subspace RA!, is the desired antiinvariant 
subspace for T. 
In order for S to satisfy conditions (i)-(iii) above, the operator R 
implementing the similarity will always be chosen so that it satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i)’ R leaves Mr. invariant, 
(ii)’ R_M n TRA = {0}, 
(iii)’ TRA? = RTA. 
In each of the subcases that follow, it will be easy to verify that S satisfies 
(i)-(iii) or that R satisfies (i)‘-(iii)‘. 
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Case 2( a ). L f 0. Let 
S=E’TR, 
and where X has rank one and LX # 0. We get 
s= : i 
* 
1 LX-thZ . 
Since AZ + LX is not a scalar, we proceed as in case 1. 
Cuse 2(h). L=O and h ~0. In this case A# JV~ and Td # (0): 
otherwise rank(T - AZ) = m and m = r. The matrix of T relative to the 
decomposition V = A!@ Tbfif@Y is 
Replacing J? by { B[/X@ O@[: [ E SF}, we get a similar matrix but with 
B = 0. We will consider the cases E + 0 and E = 0 separately. 
Case 2(b)‘. E f 0. By Lemma 2 there is a rank-one transformation X 
from T&f into y such that XE # 0 and (EX)2 = 0, and so AZ - EX is 
invertible. Let Y = X(X Z - EX ) ‘C, and let 
z 0 0 
R=O z 0. 
i I Y x z 
If S = R-‘TR, then 
/ 
0 * 0 
s= C’ * 
0 * AZ-*EX 
where C’ = A( h Z - EX) ‘C. Since X Z - XE is not a scalar, we proceed as in 
case 1. 
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Case 2( Z3)“. E = 0. Let 
where X is to be determined later. If S = R ‘TR, then 
where G = A2 - XD - CA. It suffices to show that G # 0; we will then be 
able to find an X such that XG # 0 and we are back in case 2(a). But if 
G = 0, we have D = X - CA/X and 
(T-AZ)= -c/x 0 0 
i : 0, :iriz a %I 
So rank(T - XZ) = m and m >, r, a contradiction. 
Case 2(c). L = 0 ad A = 0. The matrix of T relative to the decom- 
position Y = (J! + T.H)@X is P Q 
i 1 0 0’ 
Let 3 be a complement of .Nr 
in _M, we get a decomposition V = J$@=.Y @ T&if + X and the matrix of T 
becomes 
/O 0 A, B, 
0 0 A, B, 
OCDE 
\o 0 0 0 
where C is invertible. Replacing x by {O@ - C-‘Et@ O@&: 6 E X}, we 
may assume that E = 0. We note that A, and B, cannot both be 0, since 
otherwiseNr+W,=J1/;.+T~,andsodim(.N’r+~’,)=v+(m-v)=m, 
and hence m >, r. Let X: 3 + x be a rank-one linear transformation such 
that XA, and XB, are not both zero but XB,X = 0. (This is easy if B, = 0. If 
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I?, # 0, it follows from Lemma 2.) Let W, = B,XC’, W, = B,XC’, and 
iI 0 w, 0) 
BE0 1 w2 0 
00 IO’ 
0 x xw, I 
Therefore 
‘I 0 -w, 0 
R-l= 0 1 -w, 0 
0 0 z 0 
,O -x 0 z 
and 
00 * * \ 
00 * * 
-;A, 
* 
- XB, i 
The problem reduces to case 1 or case 2(a). 
The following result follows from the proof of the Theorem. 
n 
COROLLARY. Let T be a linear transformation on an infinite-dimensional 
vector space. Zf T is of the form AZ + F with X z 0 and F offinite rank, then 
the maximum of the dimensions of the antiinvariant subspaces is rank( F ). Zf 
T is not of the above form, then there is an antiinvariant subspace of infinite 
dimension. 
There are related results in the literature for Hilbert space operators. Let 
T be a bounded operator on a separable infinitedimensional Hilbert space V 
such that T is not of the form Al + K with X # 0 and K compact. It follows 
from a theorem of Brown and Pearcy [2] and a theorem of Anderson and 
Stampfli [l] that there is an infinitedimensional closed subspace 2 such that 
T is similar to an operator whose matrix representation relative to the 
decomposition V = &“@Z’ ’ is(y z). This means that there is an 
infinite-dimensional subspace M such that the angle between .,M and ?‘A is 
positive (which is a stronger condition that the condition that 2 and TA? are 
disjoint). 
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REMARKS. 
(1) The proof of the Theorem shows that there is an antiinvariant 
subspace of maximum dimension which contains the null space. The example 
shows that an antiinvariant subspace of maximal dimension need not contain 
the null space. 
(2) There are maximal antiinvariant subspaces whose dimension is less 
than the maximum dimension. Let 
and let M be the one-dimensional subspace spanned by e, = (1 0 0)‘. An 
easy computation shows that M is a maximal antiinvariant subspace but that 
there are antiinvariant subspaces of dimension 2. 
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